Study of the Optical, Morphological and Electrical Properties of Synthesized Undoped and Al-Doped ZnO Thin Films Nanoparticles via Spray Pyrolysis Technique Deposition
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Abstract: Thin films (TFs) having composition of undoped and Al-doped ZnO were deposited onto synthesized glass substrates using spray pyrolysis technique with doping concentrations of 0, 10, 15 and 20% at annealing temperature of 200°C - 400°C. The effects of the doping concentrations on the optical properties of the as-deposited films were investigated by exploiting UV-Visible spectrophotometer and Bruker profilometer to evaluate quantity surface roughness and thickness the spectra range of 250nm to 1200nm. The obtained results show that metallic Zn films have a preferential (011) c-axis orientation instead of the common (002) predilection. The average transmittance of the undoped film is over 90%, while the doped films have less than 70% mean transmittance the visible region and the observed optical band gap energy increases from 3.12eV to 3.24eV with the increase of Al doping concentrations. The lowest resistivity of 248.13Ωcm and the highest conductivity of 403.0 x 10\(^{-4}\)Ωcm\(^{-1}\) was obtained in the film with 20% doping concentrations.
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I. Introduction

A study of the optical, structural, morphological and electrical properties of thin films (TFs) is very vital due to it helps in optimizing films parameters for better device applications. The fascinating physical, chemical and optoelectronic properties of zinc oxide (ZnO) that suits several applications such as spintronic devices, chemical sensors, ultra violet (UV) electronics, laser diode, photovoltaic devices, light emitting diode, gas detector, solar cell technology, piezoelectric devices and most especially as transparent conducting oxide film has make it one of the most promising and multifunctional semiconductor materials\textsuperscript{[1-2, 5]}. ZnO has some distinctive advantages over commonly use thin films materials(Cd\textsubscript{2}SnO\textsubscript{4} and In\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} etc.) due to its unique combination of appealing properties: stability in hydrogen plasma atmosphere, thermal and chemical stability, non-toxicity, abundance in nature which makes it inexpensive when compared to its competitors, good electrical, optical and piezoelectric behaviours\textsuperscript{[3]}. ZnO exhibits a direct wide band gap of 3.37eV and a relatively high excitonic binding energy of 60MeV at room temperature\textsuperscript{[4]}. It can be doped with a broad variety of ions to meet the demands of various application fields. Among the various dopants, Al has been found to be an efficient n-type dopant for realizing high quality samples with enhanced band gap energy, higher conductivity, ultraviolet and blue light emission, good optical transmittance and low cost\textsuperscript{[6]}. Al doped ZnO (ZnO:Al) TFs have been prepared with many techniques such as electrochemical deposition, pulsed laser deposition\textsuperscript{[7-8]}, Rf magnetron sputtering\textsuperscript{[9]}, spray pyrolysis\textsuperscript{[10-11]}, sol-gel\textsuperscript{[5, 12-15]}, chemical-vapor deposition\textsuperscript{[16]} metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition and molecular beam epitaxy\textsuperscript{[17]} etc. Amongthese techniques, the spray pyrolysis method was available and very common due to its simplicity and relatively cost-effective, highly adherent, homogeneous, easy control of doping and scalability deposit onto large area substrates. In this present work ZnO:Al TFs were successfully fabricated by spray pyrolysis method with different concentrations and investigate the optical, morphological and electrical properties of the TFs.

II. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials

Zinc acetate dehydrate [Zn(CH\textsubscript{3}COO)\textsubscript{2}.2H\textsubscript{2}O] (BDH) with ≥ 99.9% purity, Aluminium chloride [AlCl\textsubscript{3}] (≥ 99.9% purity) (BDH) and Methyl alcohol (CH\textsubscript{3}OH) (BDH) (99.7% purity) were purchased from Quality Control and Testing Laboratories Ltd. Deionized water (DI water) was obtained from an instant purifier with pH
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5.5. All other reagents and solvents used for this study were of analytical grade and do not require any further purification.

2.2. Samples Preparation

Substrates (soda lime glass; 0.048cm x 0.028cm) were cleaned ultrasonically with acetone [(CH₃)₂CO] and methanol for 15 minutes and then cleaned with DI water in order to reduce the deformation of the substrates, after which it was dried in air for about 20 minutes and was then placed on the substrate heater via the substrate holder at a heating rate of 3.5Kmin⁻¹. Zinc acetate dehydrate solution were weighted and prepared by dissolving 0.02mol (4.39g) of zinc acetate in 100ml of methyl alcohol that acts as solvent to obtain 0.2M concentration. 0.099mol (13.33g) AlCl₃ were then dispersed into 100ml of methyl alcohol to produce 0.2M concentration of AlCl₃ solution. The prepared 0.2M precursors containing 10.0, 9.0, 8.5, and 8.0mol of zinc acetate mixture solution and 0.0, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0mol of AlCl₃ solutions were added and allowed to dissolve and then used for doping at 0, 10, 15, and 20% of Al doping percentage concentrations. The mixture solutions were manually thoroughly stirred for 1 hour 15 minutes to realize the homogeneity of the composition and the progression of condensation. A syringe pump was then used to feed the precursor mixture solutions through a silicon tubing connected to a small stainless steel needle for atomization. Direct current voltage supply (5-20kV) was applied between the needle tip and the hot substrate plate to get a stable cone-jet mode. The distance between the nozzle and the substrate were kept constant at 8cm for all depositions. The electrostatic spray was then conducted at varying doping at 0, 10, 15 and 20% of Al doping percentage concentration for the four samples during the deposition. The substrate was subsequently heated at 400°C (752°F) for 24 hours in air and the spray rate of precursor mixture solutions were retained at 0.05mL/min throughout the experiment. The processes were repeated several times (0, 10, 15, and 20%). After the deposition the deposited films was allowed to cool for 30 minutes at room temperature before characterization. The morphologies of the samples were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).

2.2.1. Spectrophotometric Measurements

In order to measure the absorption coefficient and the optical parameters of the thin films as a function of the incident light wavelength, the Axiom Medicals UV 752 spectrophotometer was used to analyse the absorbance data for the prepared thin films at normal incidence of light. The measurements were carried out at 25°C (77°F) in the wavelength range of 250nm to 1200nm.

2.3. Surface Characterizations

The surface morphology and elemental compositions of the as-synthesized samples powders were characterized by exploiting a Merlin Zeiss scanning electron microscopy (SEM) furnished with an Aztec and INCA microanalysis system with 50mm² silicon drift detector, as well as INCA wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) system as energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer. The XRD (D8 Advance Diffractometer, X’Pert’ Powder PANALYTICAL Bruker) measurements were executed by the step scanning technique with a monochromatic Cu-Kα (λ = 1.54056Å) radiation. The instrument was operated at 42kV and 40mA with a scan mode of 0.040° and constant counting times of 3.17 s/step for 20 values ranging between 25° and 60°. The electrical characteristics of the films were carried out with a four point probe set-up (QUADPRO-301-6). Bruker profilometer (Veebo Dektak 150 model) was then exploited to evaluate the quantity surface roughness and thickness of the thin films with stylus of 12.5µm, length of 3000µm, resolution of 0.200µm at duration of 50 seconds.

2.4. Determination of Optical Properties

Transmittance describes how much light passes through a sample unchanged. The TFs transmittance (T) and absorbance (A) were computed by using the expression in equation (1):

\[
\text{Transmittance}, T = 10^{2-A} \\
\text{Absorbance}, A = 2 - \log_{10} \%T
\]

This equation implies that if all the thin films light is absorbed, then %T will be zero, and absorbance will be infinite but if all the thin films passes through the mixture solution without any absorption, then absorbance will be zero, and %T will be 100%. The optical absorption coefficient (α) of the glass materials was determined from the Beer-Lambert relation as given in equation (3):

\[
\alpha (\lambda) = - \ln \left[ \frac{1}{T} \right]^{(1/d)}
\]

Where, d is the thickness of thin films. The greater attenuation of light in a thin films and higher probability of raising the electron transfer across the mobility gap with the photon energy represent the higher values of extinction coefficient (k) of light in a medium.
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where, $\alpha$ is optical absorption coefficient, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of used X-rays radiation, $n$ is the refractive index, $R$ is reflectance and $k$ is extinction coefficient of the films. The expression for the optical band gap energy for the as-deposited and annealed thin films were computed from the Tauc’s relation [18] by analysing the optical data with the absorption coefficient and photon energy as shown in equation (6):

$$\alpha h\nu \approx B [h\nu - E_g]^z$$

Where, B is the constant of proportionality which dependence on the electron transition probability, $h$ is the plank’s constant, and $\nu$ is the frequency of the incident photons, $h\nu$ is the energy of the absorbance, $E_g$ is the optical band gap energy, $z$ is a number that determined the type of the optical transition of the gap materials ($z = \frac{1}{2}$ for allowed direct transitions and $z = 2$ for allowed indirect transitions). The value of optical band gap energy ($E_g$) is computed by extrapolating the linear graph portion of $(\alpha h\nu)^2$ against photon energy ($h\nu$) known as Tauc’s plot for the direct optical band gap and have been drawn for thin films deposited with different concentration as illustrated in figure 5, this means that the mode of transition in these films is of a direct nature.

2.5. Determination of Electrical Properties
A QUADPRO-301-6 four point probe was used to determine the sheet resistance and the resistivity of the deposited thin films, after which the conductivity was determine from the resistivity. The sheet resistance($R_s$) was given by:

$$R_s = 4.53 \times \frac{V}{I}$$

Where, $V$ is the measured voltage between the two inner probes and $I$ is the current passed through the outer probes. The resistivity was determined from the relation:

$$\rho = \frac{1}{\sigma} = \frac{1}{\frac{J}{E} \times \frac{d}{R_s d_c}}$$

Where, $d$ is the thickness of the conducting layer, $\rho$ is the resistivity, $\sigma$ is the conductivity, $J$ is the current density and $E$ is the electric field.

III. Results And Discussion
3.1. Optical Properties
Film thickness plays an important role in determining the changes that occur in physical properties of metal oxides. The results of the quantify surface roughness and thickness of ZnO:Al thin films as determined by Bruker profilometer (Veeco Dektak 150 model) with stylus of 12.5µm, length of 3000µm, resolution of 0.200µm sample and duration of 50 seconds are presented in figure 1.

Fig.1: Surface roughness and thickness of Al:ZnO thin films.

The thickness of the Al doped zinc oxide film was found to be 1µm as determined by the Profilometer.
This was used for the determination of absorption coefficient ($\alpha$) in order to evaluate the energy bandgap of the material.

### 3.1.1. Absorbance and Transmittance

#### Absorbance

The UV-Visible absorption spectra for undoped ZnO and Al doped ZnO thin films with doping concentrations labelled as AZO_0, AZO_10, AZO_15 and AZO_20 are shown in figure 2.

![Absorbance spectra](image)

**Fig. 2**: UV-Visible-NIRwavelength absorption spectra of undoped and ZnO:Al thin films.

The above figure shows that the absorption edge of the ZnO:Al thin films was observed around 313nm. Sharp absorption peaks were identified around 360nm for all the thin films. There is an observable plateau around 600nm which is absent in the undoped (0%) ZnO thin film, this observation can be ascribed to the presence of Al doping in ZnO materials. A blue shift of the absorption edges can be observed in the doped thin films. Since the higher doping concentration is associated with increase of carrier concentration, the increase of carrier concentration might be helpful to reduce the absorption due to the enlargement of the band gap energy. The absorption intensity increases with the increase on Al doping concentration from 0% to 10% but then decreases when increasing the concentration to 15% and further decreases with 20%. The decrease exhibited at 15% and 20% Al doping may be attributed to enhancement of impurity scattering due to high carrier density beyond the critical value as the carriers might also act as impurity scattering centres.

#### Transmittance

The UV-Vis transmission spectra of as-synthesised ZnO:Al onto glass substrates with doping concentrations labelled as AZO_0, AZO_10, AZO_15 and AZO_20 are illustrated in figure 3. This shows that all the films exhibit a strongly marked surface plasmon absorption especially film with (AZO_10)Al doping concentrations.
Fig. 3: UV-Visible-NIR wavelength transmittance spectra of undoped and ZnO:Al thin films.

Figure 3 exhibit minimum transmission spectra within the range 333nm to 367nm for all the thin films. The undoped ZnO film have the highest mean transmittance of over 90% in the visible region and showed sharp absorption edges in the UV region, while the doped ZnO:Al films have less than 70% mean transmittance. The doped films had a slightly lower transmittance compared with the undoped films in the visible region [19]. This may be ascribed to the optical scattering caused as a result of the surface morphology and deformation of the crystal lattice. The transmission peaks slightly shifted towards the higher wavelengths as the aluminium concentrations increase as a result of the increases in the films size.

3.1.2. Optical bandgap energy

The optical band gap is defined as the minimum energy needed to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band. The optical band for the ZnO:Althin films are shown in figures 4 (a-d).
Fig. 4: Tauc plot curves of as-deposited and annealed ZnO:Al TFs at (a) 0% (b) 10% (c) 15% and (d) 20%.

It was observed from the above figures that the optical bandgap energy for the films increases from 3.12 eV to 3.24 eV as the Al doping concentrations increases after heat treatment. In undoped ZnO thin films the optical band gap equals the energy separation between the band edges, but on doping the donor electrons occupy states at the bottom of the conduction band. The lower value of the undoped films reveals that there is an existence of a high density of defects levels within the band gap measured by the amorphous structure of the ZnO:Al samples. The change in the band gap energy of ZnO:Al films deposited at various doping concentrations can be attributed to two competing phenomena. The first is the Burstein-Moss effect, which shifts positively (widening) the band gap energy to the short wavelength side (blue shift) with an increase in carrier concentration and the other is due to many body effects like the exchange energy due to electron-electron and electron-impurity interactions which occurs when the donor density exceeds a certain value and causes narrowing (red shift) of the band gap energy[20-21]. The increase of band gap energy with increasing annealing temperature may be due to the existence of grain boundaries of the thin films. The atomic structure at the grain boundary is different from that in the grain, which leads to larger free carrier concentrations and existence of potential barriers at the boundaries, leading to the formation of an electronic field and hence an increase of the band gap energy. This increase might also be attributed to the partial filling of the conduction band of Al:ZnO thin films resulting in a blocking of the lowest states[22].

3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Images

The morphological properties of the annealed ZnO:Al TFs was studied by the Zeiss Merlin SEM with an ultra-microtome which uses a focused beam of high energy electrons to generate a variety of signals at the
surface of the films. The samples were gold coated before SEM investigation to study the surface morphology. The analyses of the experimental results obtained from SEM micrograph are illustrated in figures 5(a-d) at different Al contents. The fibers have tendency to decrease in size as the Al content increases as shown by the surface morphology.

![SEM micrographs images of (a) undoped (b) 10% (c) 15% (d) 20% ZnO:Al.](image)

The SEM images shows that the surface morphology of the films is strongly dependent on the concentration of Al. Uneven surface and dense microstructure are observed in figure 5a for the undoped ZnO films. The particulate grains mostly cover the substrate surface more or less consistently. The surface of the thin films had larger particles as the Al concentrations increased. This revealed that the crystalline phases are embedded in the amorphous matrix for annealed sample at 400°C (752°F) for 24 hours. Thus, the higher annealing temperature seems to have modified the surface morphology of the ZnO:Al TFs. Figure 5(b-d) revealed that the surface showed some cracks, the grain size became denser and larger. The fibers are more densely packed in the films with higher Al contents as the temperature increases which implies that the amount of different form of crystalline phase increase with different crystallized particles sizes. This illustrated that coalescence of particles may have preceded during thermal treatment at higher temperature. It was further observed that the increase in Al contents give rise to a lower porosity and larger average grain size with improved crystalline quality.

3.3. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The crystalline phases of thermal oxidation grown ZnO:Al films at elevated substrate temperature of 150°C with various oxidation temperatures of 200°C, 300°C and 400°C were identified in XRD patterns as indicated in figure 6.
We observed a very clear diffraction peaks at $2\theta = 32.03^\circ$, 34.19$^\circ$, 36.32$^\circ$, 39.07$^\circ$, 43.35$^\circ$ and 54.63$^\circ$ corresponding to (010), (002), (011), (010), (002) and (011) planes. The peak at $2\theta = 36.47^\circ$ with (011) orientation has a strongly marked textured structure of hexagonal ZnO structure, likewise the peaks at $32.23^\circ$ and $34.55^\circ$ are indexed to ZnO hexagonal structure [23]. The sharp peaks (010), (002) and (011) planes ascertained at 39.07$^\circ$, 43.35$^\circ$ and 54.63$^\circ$ are connected with un-oxidised zinc hexagonal system of space group P63/mmc (ICSD: 247158; 52259), this is due to the inadequate flux diffusion of oxygen into the Zn films during the oxidation process as a result of low oxidation temperatures which is lower than 420$^\circ$C melting point of the Zn films leading. The ZnO films showed a preferentially grown along (011) orientation for all the films instead of the common (002) predilection, which indicated that the growth of ZnO crystallites have preferential (011) plane at low oxidation. This implies that the films grew preferentially in the c-axis orientation. The (010) and (002) ZnO peaks become strongly marked as the oxidation temperatures increased.

The average crystallite diameter of the oxidised metallic Zn TFs in spherical approximation have been estimated from the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of more intensive diffraction peaks according to Debye-Scherrer formula [2].

\[
D = \frac{0.94\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\]  

Where, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of used X-rays radiation and $\theta$ is the diffraction angle at which the maximum intensity was observed. $\beta$ is the line broadening at half maximum intensity (FWHM) and D is the particle size.

The lattice strain ($\varepsilon_{str}$) of the ZnO TFs was calculated using the Stokes-Wilson model [25].

\[
\varepsilon_{str} = \frac{\beta \cot \theta}{4}
\]  

Table 1: Structural characteristics for prominent (011) orientation of the ZnO thin films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
<th>$\beta$ (°)</th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
<th>c (Å)</th>
<th>$d_{hkl}$ (Å)</th>
<th>D (nm)</th>
<th>Micro-strain (x 10^-3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z150/200</td>
<td>36.87</td>
<td>0.3936</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>21.27</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z150/300</td>
<td>36.47</td>
<td>0.3540</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z150/400</td>
<td>36.43</td>
<td>0.3936</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>21.24</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table revealed that the lattice constants “c” increased as the annealing temperatures increases while “a” initially increased then remain invariant at 300°C and 400°C. The strain of the thin films at first decreased
when the annealing temperature was increased to 300°C, and as the temperature continued to increase a minimum value of about $5.22 \times 10^{-3}$ nm was obtained.

### 3.4. Electrical characterization

The effect of doping concentration on the electrical properties of Al doped and undoped ZnO thin films were conferred in Table 2. The relationship between doping concentration and resistivity is shown in figure 7 while figure 8 illustrates the doping concentration and conductivity.

#### Table 2: Effects of doping concentration on electrical properties of Al:ZnO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doping concentration (%)</th>
<th>Resistivity $\rho$ (Ωcm)</th>
<th>Conductivity $\sigma \times 10^{-5}$ (Ωcm)$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>395.26</td>
<td>253.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>340.19</td>
<td>294.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>331.62</td>
<td>301.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>248.13</td>
<td>403.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7: Variation of resistivity with doping concentration.](image1)

![Fig. 8: Variation of conductivity with doping concentration.](image2)

According to figure 7, the measured resistivity was found to change with varying in doping concentration in the range of 395.26Ωcm to 248.13Ωcm as the doping concentration increases from 0 to 20% for the thin films. The observed decrease in resistivity of the TFs after doping and heat treatment can be attributed to creation of extra free electrons through both Zn substitution by Al atoms and formation of oxygen vacancies during annealing in vacuum atmosphere. This decrease in the resistivity of the TFs compared to ZnO might also be due to the smaller difference in the electronegativity and ionic radius of Al ($r^{3+} = 0.054$ nm) and Zn ($r^{2+} = 0.074$ nm), since the dopant element efficiency is a function of its electronegativity as well as the difference between its ionic radius[22]. The radius of Al$^{3+}$ is slightly smaller than that of Zn$^{2+}$, which lead to a replacement of relatively bigger Zn$^{2+}$ by a smaller Al$^{3+}$ during the formation of the Al doped ZnO TFs. These
replacements lead to a large number of electrons in the doped films, thereby increasing the number of charge carriers and hence increase the conductivity and decrease the resistivity of the doped TFs.

IV. Conclusions

The undoped and Aluminium doped zinc oxide TFs were deposited onto synthesized glass substrates using spray pyrolysis technique at annealing temperature of 200°C - 400°C. The atomic structure at the grain boundary is different from that in the grain, which leads to larger free carrier concentrations and existence of potential barriers at the boundaries, leading to the formation of an electronic field and hence an increase in band gap energy. The films morphological studies revealed that the fibers are more densely packed in the films with higher Al contents as the temperature increases which implies that the amount of different form of crystalline phase increase with different crystalized particles sizes. The films shown a preferentially grown along (011) orientation instead of the common (002) predilection, which indicated that the growth of ZnO crystallites have preferential (011) plane at low oxidation. The average transmittance of the undoped film is over 90%, while the doped films have less than 70% mean transmittance in the visible region and the observed optical band gap energy increases from 3.12eV to 3.24eV with the increase of Al doping concentrations. It was further observed that the increase in Al contents give rise to a lower porosity and larger average grain size with improved crystalline quality.
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